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UPDATE 1 FOR 2018

APPENDIX NO 18.10 TRACKSIDE RECORDERS, TRACKSIDE RECORDER’S STUDENT
ASSISTANTS
There are four Trackside Recorders. There are two Trackside recorders for Short Distance and two for long
distance.
SHORT DISTANCE
Short distance recorders are placed next to the automatic timing system operators in the results rooms above
block B in the grandstand. The short Trackside recorders record places and times for Hurdles, 100m, 200m,
400m and relay events).
The Track Side Recorders receive the Track Marshall's Registration Sheet FOR ALL SHORT DISTANCE
events (Hurdles, 200m, 100m and 400m) from the short distance Track Marshall, prior to the start of that
specific event. The Track Marshall will have registered the competitor's name and number as a marshalling
procedure.
At the completion of the event, the recorder will receive the PHOTO FINISH print out. The recorder will
transfer the results and places of all competitors in each event from this information. Clip both sheets together
(Photo Finish on the bottom) and have the student assistant deliver to the computer operators.
LONG DISTANCE
Long distance trackside recorders are located in the tent on the inside of the track just past the finishing line to
record places, divisions and times for 1500m and 800m events.
The long distance Track Marshall's Registration Sheet FOR ALL LONG DISTANCE events (800m and 1500m)
will be received by the long distance trackside recorder prior to the start of that specific event. The Track
Marshall will have registered the competitor's name and number as a marshalling procedure. Recording and
marshalling sheets for all long distance events will include both division I and II events on one page.
Competitors report to the Long Distance Track Side Recorder immediately after their event. The long distance
Chief Judge will instruct competitors to stay in place order. Competitors would have been given a place card to
help with keeping athletes in order. Trackside recorders are to record results using the following procedure;
1. Enter the place of each competitor across both divisions in the RACE PLACE column.
2. The chief long distance timekeeper will deliver a printout of the event times and places. Enter the times
next to the relevant RACE PLACE for each competitor. Then staple the slip to the top left hand corner
of the results sheet.
3. Working on one division at a time, calculate the DIVISION PLACE for each event.
4. Check entries and when confident all is accurate, have the student assistant deliver the completed results
sheet to the results room.
NB: IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT ALL RECORDERS WRITE NUMBERS CLEARLY.
A bin will be provided at the finish line for competitors to place their stickers in.

